
Reception Curriculum Map 

Autumn 1 

Marvellous Me 

Spring 1 

A Polar Adventure 

Summer 1 
The Incredible Shrinking Machine 

Personal, social and emotional development: Settling 

into school, what makes a good friend? Learning 

about our feelings and emotions, turn taking games.                                        

Communication and Language: Learning to listen 

strategies, introducing helicopter stories.                

Physical Development: Fine and gross motor 

development activities. Dough disco sessions. 

Balanceability and the ABCs of sport                                                             

Literacy: Rehearse simple sentences. Respond to 

stimuli using simple sentences. Recognise repeated 

patterns in language and phrases Can I write my 

name? Can I hold my pencil correctly? Writing about 

our family, friends. Writing about where we live and 

thinking about our homes. Introduction to early 

reading, using finger spaces in our writing.                                      

Mathematics: Counting and number facts to 5. 

Comparing groups, one more, number rhymes and 

songs                                                               

Understanding the World: Where is Abbots Bromley? 

Looking at maps, talking about where we live and 

the local area. Exploring our senses, parts of our 

body. Exploring nature in Forest School and outdoor 

learning. Asking questions.  

Expressive Arts and Design: Painting self-portraits, 

selecting colours for particular purposes. Developing 

junk modelling, food faces, Picasso faces. Music 

Personal, social and emotional development: Group work to 

develop sharing – 1 pen rule. Creating personal flags to plant 

at the South Pole. Keeping safe in snow and ice. How would 

you feel? – exploring empathy. Chinese new year.                                                         

Communication and Language: To ask how and why 

questions. Maintain attention – listen and do activities. To use 

language from stories. Continue with talking partners.                                                                    

Physical Development: P.E- Dance, ABC’sof sport. Fine motor- 

cutting snowflakes, learning how to warm our bodies up. 

Explorer obstacle course.                                                      

Literacy: Phase 3 phonics – What is a digraph/trigraph? 

Develop asking and answering questions. Introduce noun 

phrases e.g. The red dog. Writing about the adventures. 

Adjectives to describe the south pole. Labelling designs, 

writing letters.                                              Mathematics: 

Counting to 8, comparing groups to 10, number bonds to 5, 

part, part, whole, 2d shapes. 

Understanding the World: Exploring weather and climate. 

Exploring floating and sinking, frozen and boiling. Drawing 

maps of the south pole. Explorers Scott and Amundsen, 

northern lights, animal habitats, camouflage 

Expressive Arts and Design: Going on a plane to the south 

pole – imaginary world. South Pole small world – building your 

own ice world. collage, watercolours, cold/hot colours. Music                                                         

EASTER- Easter cards, Easter baskets, making bun nests, 

looking at lambs and changes in spring, Design an Easter 

egg.  

Personal, social and emotional development: Group 

work to develop sharing – 1 pen rule. How does Mrs 

Brown feel about her garden? Have you got any 

favourite things? Looking after plants and living things- 

bugs, butterflies. Patience waiting for things to grow.  

Communication and Language: Orally use joining 

words to link 2 simple sentences and, because. Follow 

multistep instructions. Orally respond to well- known 

stories e.g. prediction, role play, questioning and 

sequencing, Mrs Brown’s machine shrinking story.                                                                

Physical Development: PE sessions - Sports day event 

practise, ABC’s of sport.                                                             

Literacy: Phase 3 Revise within Phase 4(ccvc, cvcc, 

cccvc, cvccc)Writing using finger spaces, Full Stops, 

Capital Letters Mastery – using punctuation marks 

across multiple simple sentence structures. Write words 

to make simple sentences. Introduce conjunctions and 

adjectives                                                          

Mathematics: Counting to 15, Adding by counting on, 

length, height, weight, distance, capacity, making 

simple patterns, doubling , symmetry                               

Understanding the World: Growing plants- seed diaries, 

parts of a flower, life cycles- butterflies, making bird 

feeders, seed experiments, 

Expressive Arts and Design: Van Gogh’s sunflowers, 

design a garden for Mrs Brown, drawing to music, 

butterfly symmetry paintings, tissue paper flowers. 

 



Autumn 2 
Once upon a time& Christmas 

Spring 2 

To Infinity and Beyond… 

Summer 2 

Imagination Land 

Personal, social and emotional development: How do 

the characters in the stories feel? Circle times to discuss 

feelings and the positive/negative impact of our 

actions. Morality- should Golidlocks have gone into the 

3 bears house? Celebrations- Christmas. R.E 

Communication and Language: Following instructions. 

To listen to and follow stories with /without pictures and 

props. Develop using talking partners. Listen and 

respond to peers. Hot seating characters. Role play 

house, Santa’s grotto.                                                

Physical Development: PE sessions: Gymnastics, ABC’s of 

sport.  Fine motor skills development.                                 

Literacy: Continue rhyming string. Respond to 

instructions with two part sequence. To use language 

from stories. Story sequencing. Drawing characters from 

the story and labelling. Introduction of full stops. 

Mathematics: 1 less, counting rhymes, addition and 

subtractions, comparing size, positional language, time. 

Understanding the World: Baking gingerbread men to 

understand permanent change. Understanding 

similarities and differences between feelings and story 

characters. Cook and taste porridge, finding the 

perfect material for the pig’s house, floating and sinking, 

maps through the woods to Grandma’s house, 

Expressive Arts and Design: Exploring the construction 

area, 3 bears rap, food art, designing models before 

constructing.  

CHRISTMAS Christmas story, Advent calendar, What is 

the meaning of Christmas? Designing Santa a new suit 

and sleigh, Missing posters for Rudolph, Christmas art 

(cards, calendars, streamers, wrapping paper etc.)  

Personal, social and emotional development: How 

would an astronaut feel? R.E The beginning of the 

world – what do some people believe? Continue to 

embed core values.                                                 

Communication and Language: To orally give 

commands. Orally use correct tense. Role play 

‘Whatever Next’                                                        

Physical Development: PE – ball skills and equipment 

use. 

Literacy: To use finger Spaces and full stops. 

Developing capital Letters. Write words to make simple 

sentences. Writing about what we have made. Writing 

planets fact book. Describing aliens and their profiles. 

Writing letters to aliens.                                   

Mathematics: Counting to 10, Number bonds to 10 

using ten frame and part, part, whole, 3d shapes, 

spatial awareness                                           

Understanding the World: Understanding the world 

beyond. Exploring gravity and what it would be like in 

space. Parachutes, Telescopes, shadow, constellations 

Looking at the planets and space – learning facts 

about the planets. Important people in space, 

Expressive Arts and Design: Papier mache planets, Van 

Gogh’s Starry Night, junk model space ships and aliens, 

splatter paintings, crumpet painting planets,   

Mastery of all areas learnt so far in the year through:  

Dinosaurs – Learning about different dinosaurs, dinosaur 

factfile, If the dinosaurs came back…, making dinosaur 

fossils, measuring dinosaurs,                               

Superheroes- superhero dressing up, Supertato speech, 

Will.I.Am and Sesame St song- personal powers, 

creating superhero cityscape pictures, designing traps 

to catch the baddie 

Knights, dragons and Castles – Looking at castles then 

and now. Making castles with construction. Read stories 

with castles and princesses in it. Role play about 

Rapunzel etc. Marble mazes, magic wands, personal 

coat of arms                                                                   

Pirates and mermaids – Treasure maps, straw blowing 

coral, messy goes to okido- floating and sinking, bebop 

treasure maps, marine plastic, why do pirates wear 

eyepatches?                                                              

Different types of animals – Mystical vs real animals, 

creating own mystical creature. Hibernation, nocturnal, 

animal riddles, sorting animals into category hoops. 

Mastering skills and readiness for year 1. 

Building stamina for writing purposes and ensuring key 

concepts for further progression.  

 


